


In Polish political life, one absurd is chasing another 

INTRODUCTION/INSIGHT 

the Białowieża Forest is being logged 

the existence of the separation of powers is increasingly questionable 

women protest against the restrictions in law („Black 
Protest”)   



INTRODUCTION/INSIGHT 

The public media is subordinated to the authorities.  
Journalists gather near the Parliament building to protect freedom of speech. 

The existence of the separation of powers is increasingly questionable. 
The European Union explicitly mentions the limitation of citizens’ rights and the threatened 

democracy in Poland.  
Add to this: SMOG, the "Black Protest”, absurd fines imposed on private television networks, 

vaccines which supposedly cause autism, doctors' strikes and unusual suggestions of amendments 
in the law on access to firearms.  



INTRODUCTION/INSIGHT 

The entire situation causes not only concerns, but also a pressing need for discussion.  
We want to talk it all through, at home with our siblings, at work with our colleagues, at the Christmas 

dinner with our family.  
Unfortunately, the information has become so polarized that, depending on its source of its origin, it 

creates opposite images of reality.  
Besides, we live in the world of TL;DR, yet we still want to be able to offer an opinion on every topic. 



INTRODUCTION/INSIGHT 

At Gazeta.pl, we decided to create a video programme which will give the viewers, regardless of their 
political opinions, substantive grounds for discussion regarding the most relevant issues, based on 

the overriding idea: common sense.  
And common sense  works best, when it is supported by the sense of humour.  

At the same time, we tried to match the substantive grounds to the current needs of the audience, 
therefore we decided to adopt a framework of political satire for the topics that people feel a need to 

discuss, credible and unobvious data, s modern, online form, adapted to viewing on mobile devices, 
proven formula of the programme and starring recognizable, well-liked influencers.   









OUR PROPOSITION 

In cooperation with the influencer duo, Make Life Harder (200 thousand fans on Polish Facebook, 
authors of two books), we created a weekly, online night-show Make Poland Great Again (obvious 

connotation to Donald Trump’s campaign slogan).  



OUR PROPOSITION 

During 15-minute episodes: 
- we dismantled the most absurd theories regarding vaccines,  

- we explained the way Polish Social Insurance Institution works 
- we analyzed how coal mining affects the economy and the environment 

 
Apart from creating a reliable source of knowledge (MPGA is being watched during social studies 
lessons), we also managed to create a socio-political satire in the form of a late-night show, well-

liked by the audience – we were the first in Poland to accomplish that. 
  



MARKETING STRATEGY AND SUPPORT 

The launch of the series was preceded by a teaser promotional campaign redirecting to the landing 
page showing the time remaining until the premiere  

 
 

  

possibility to subscribe push notifications -  
reminder about the show 
 



MARKETING STRATEGY AND SUPPORT 

- 3 days before the start, we revealed our show. We revealed the formula, the logo and the 
assumption of the new concept on the Polish market: Make Poland Great Again.   

- We also revealed the authors – a popular blogger duo, Make Life Harder, which has provided 
satirical commentaries on Polish reality for the last couple of years.  

- Previously, they shared their observations with over 200 thousand Facebook followers and with the 
readers of their two books. They began by mocking fashionistas and lifestyle in the broad sense. The 

well-known and respected bloggers stood behind the cameras for the first time.  
 

  



MARKETING STRATEGY AND SUPPORT 

We used the self-promotional areas of Gazeta.pl and wide social media coverage, we created press articles both on 
our website and in the industry media, press, radio and TV interviews with the creators, roadshow and outdoor. 

The  media budget? ZERO POLISH ZLOTYS. They were all based entirely on the buzz. 
 

„Nothing better was invented yet”*  
*Winston Churchill about democracy 



MARKETING STRATEGY AND SUPPORT 

„We start on 4th September at 6 p.m.” 

„Pyramid of professionalism and Piotr 
Kraśko *dynamic elbow .” 

*polish journalist typical gesture 

Our gadget 



MARKETING STRATEGY AND SUPPORT 

The idea caught on in the industry, the programme was covered by biggest Polish branch media – 
Wirtualne Media, Press, SpidersWeb, Antyweb, Newsweek, Polityka and Wprost. 

 Influencers informed that they were eagerly waiting for the first episode 
 



RESULTS 

15 episodes of a satirical late night show 
 

… 
 



RESULTS 

- The first episode had over 1.1 million views. 
- The second one – 1.2 million views.  

- On YT, the most popular episodes were 1 (Summary of the ”silly season”) and 5 (On vaccinating 
children).  

- Episode 6 (On access to firearms) obtained the highest number of positive comments. 
All in all, we achieved: on Gazeta.pl – 6.5 million views, on Facebook – 1.4 million views, on YouTube 

– 0.75 million views, out of which as many as 78% played until the end. 



RESULTS 

We created a video format previously unheard of in Poland – on the one hand, it constituted a 
reliable source of knowledge, on the other – it was a socio-political satire in the form of a late-night 

show.  



The second season is coming up soon 


